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Women and Art in Early Modern Europe: Patrons, Collectors, and Commissaries, Lawrence, Cynthia, ed.

Women and Guerrilla Movements: Nicaragua, El Salvador, Chiapas, Cuba, Kampwirth, Karen.

Women at Work in Preindustrial France: Resistance, and the State, Charnon-Deutsch, Lou.

Women of Steel: Voices of Women from the Sparrows Point Steelmaking Communities, Olson, Karen.

Women and Art in Early Modern Europe: Patrons, Collectors, and Commissaries, Lawrence, Cynthia, ed.

Women and Guerrilla Movements: Nicaragua, El Salvador, Chiapas, Cuba, Kampwirth, Karen.

Writing the Amish: The Worlds of John A. Hostetler, Weaver-Zercher, David L., ed.

Sports and Recreation

Baseball: An Illustrated History, Voigt, David Quentin.
Confessions of a Spoilsport: My Life and Hard Times Fighting Sports Corruption at an Old Eastern University, Dowling, William C.
Counterfeit Amateurs: An Athlete’s Journey Through the Sixties to the Age of Academic Capitalism, Sack, Allen L.
El Camino: Walking to Santiago de Compostela, Hoinacki, Lee.
Foil, Saber, and Épée Fencing: Skills, Safety, Operations, and Responsibilities, Garret, Maxwell R., Emmanuel Kaidanov, and Gil Pezza.
Gateway to the Majors: Williamsport and Minor League Baseball, Quigel, James F. Jr. and Louis Hunsinger Jr.
The Lehigh Valley: A Natural and Environmental History, Halma, Robert and Carl S. Oplinger.
Money Pitcher: Chief Bender and the Tragedy of Indian Assimilation, Kashatus, William C.
Muscletown USA: Bob Hoffman and the Manly Culture of York Barbell, Fair, John D.
The Nittany Lion: An Illustrated Tale, Esposito, Jackie R., and Steven L. Herb.
Pennsylvania Deer and Their Horns, Shoemaker, Henry W.
The Perfect Season: How Penn State Came to Stop a Hurricane and Win a National Football Championship, Missanelli, M. G.
Play Ball!: The Story of Little League Baseball®, Van Auken, Lance and Robin.
September Swoon: Richie Allen, the ’64 Phillies, and Racial Integration, Kashatus, William C.

Technology and Engineering

American Hegemony and World Oil: The Industry, the State System, and the World Economy, Bromley, Simon.
Cities of Light and Heat: Domesticating Gas and Electricity in Urban America, Rose, Mark H.
Damming the Delaware, Albert, Richard C.
Daughters of the Mountain: Women Coal Miners in Central Appalachia, Tallichet, Suzanne E.
The Enlightened Joseph Priestley: A Study of His Life and Work from 1733 to 1773, Schudfeld, Robert E.
The Enlightened Joseph Priestley: A Study of His Life and Work from 1773 to 1773, Schudfeld, Robert E.
The Fight Over Food: Producers, Consumers, and Activists Challenge the Global Food System, Wright, Wynne & Gerald Middendorf, ed.
Harrisburg Industrializes: The Coming of Factories to an American Community, Eggert, Gerald G.
Making Arms in the Machine Age: Philadelphia’s Frankford Arsenal, 1826-1870, Farley, James J.
The Monongahela: River of Dreams, River of Sweat, Parker, Arthur.
A Place to Live and Work: The Henry Disston Saw Works and the Tacony Community of Philadelphia, Silicon, Harry C.
Press, Revolution, and Social Identities in France, 1830-1835, Popkin, Jeremy D.
The Rise and Fall of Nuclearism: Fear and Faith as Determinants of the Arms Race, Unger, Sheldon.
Slow Burn: A Photodocument of Centralia, Pennsylvania, Jacobs, Renée.
The Waters of Kronos, Richter, Conrad.
Wives of Steel: Voices of Women from the Sparrows Point Steelmaking Communities, Olson, Karen.

Travel

Beliefs and Superstitions of the Pennsylvania Germans, Fogel, Edwin Miller.
El Camino: Walking to Santiago de Compostela, Hoinacki, Lee.
Field Guide to Wild Mushrooms of Pennsylvania and the Mid-Atlantic, Russell, Bill.
History of Independence Hall, Belisle, David W.
Italian Hours: Henry James, Auchard, John, ed.
The Lehigh Valley: A Natural and Environmental History, Halma, Robert and Carl S. Oplinger.

The Mountain, Jackson, Robert Montgomery Smith.
Nicholas Biddle in Greece: The Journals and Letters of 1806, McNeal, R. A., ed.
Proverbs of the Pennsylvania Germans, Fogel, Edwin Miller.
Times of Sorrow and Hope: Documenting Everyday Life in Pennsylvania During the Depression and World War II: A Photographic Record, Cohen, Allen, and Ronald Filippelli, with a Foreword by Miles Orvell.
Kenneth Scott Latourette Prize in Religion and Modern Literature
Journeymen for Jesus: Evangelical Artisans Confront Capitalism in Jacksonian Baltimore, Sutton, William R.
The Professor, the Civil, and the Godly: The Reforma-
tion of Manners in Orthodox New England, 1679-
1749, Gildrie, Richard P.

A Keystone Book ®
America's Longest Run: A History of the Walnut Street Theatre, Davis, Andrew.
At Work in Penn's Woods: The Civilian Conservation Corps in Pennsylvania, Speakman, Joseph C.
The Body and the Book: Writing from a Mononite Life: Essays and Poems, Kardorf, Julia Spicher.
Common Wealth: Contemporary Poets on Pennsylvania, Maddox, Marjorie, and Jerry Wemple, eds.
Dapper Dan Flood: The Controversial Life of a Congressional Power Broker, Kashatus, William C.
David Franks: Colonial Merchant, Stern, Mark Abbott.
Down the Susquehanna to the Chesapeake, Brubaker, Jack.
Field Guide to Wild Mushrooms of Pennsylvania and the Mid-Atlantic, Russell, Bill.
For the Love of Murphy's: The Behind-the-Countercounts of the Conquest Wars, Restall, Matthew and Paul Cis, J. Michael.
Invading Guatemala: Spanish, Nahua, and Maya Accounts of the Gonzalo Jiménez de Quesada Expedition of Conquest, Jáuregui, Carlos A.
Invading Colombia: Spanish Accounts of the Gonzalo Jiménez de Quesada Expedition of Conquest, Francis, J. Charles.
Invading Guatemala: Spanish, Nahua, and Maya Accounts of the Conquest Wars, Restall, Matthew and Florine Asselbergs.

Latin American Originals
The Conquest on Trial: Carvajal's Complaint of the Indians in the Court of Death, Jauregui, Carlos A.
Defending the Conquest: Bernardo de Vargas Machuca's Apologetic Discourses, Kopp, K.
Racism and the Aesthetics of Burke, Hogarth, and Kant, Huhn, Michael.
Racial Integration
The Challenge of Color: Ethics and Interpretation in Romanticism and Modern Philosophy, Haney, David P.
The Decline of Modernism, Burger, Peter.
The Ecstatic Quotidian: Phenomenological Sightings in Modern Art and Literature, Gossett-Ferences, Jennifer Anna.
Emerson's Pragmatic Vision: The Dance of the Eye, Jacobson, David.
The Fate of Art: Aesthetic Alienation from Kant to Derrida and Adorno, Bernstein, J. M.
Freud and the Passions, O'Neill, John, ed.
An Image of the Soul in Speech: Plato and the Problem of Socrates, McNell, David N.
Imitation and Society: The Persistence of Mimesis in the Aesthetics of Burke, Hogarth, and Kant, Huhn, Tom.
Intentions: Negotiated, Contested, and Ignored, Lyon, Arabella.
Literary Theory After Davidson, Dassenbrock, Reed Way, ed.
Living Poetically: Kierkegaard's Existential Aesthet-
ics, Walsh, Sylvia.
Nietzsche's Noontide Friend: The Self as Metaphoric Double, Hough, Sheridan.
Rhapsody of Philosophy: Dialogues with Plato in Contemporary Thought, Statkiewicz, Max.
The Self-Deceiving Muse: Notice and Knowledge in the Work of Art, Singer, Alan.
Transformations in Personhood and Culture after Theory: The Languages of History, Aesthetics, and Ethics, McDonald, Christie, and Gary Wihl, eds.
Turning Toward Philosophy: Literary Device and Dramatic Structure in Plato's Dialogues, Gordon, Jill.
What's Hecuba to Him?: Fictional Events and Actual Emotions, Dodge, E. M.
William Wordsworth and the Hermeneutics of Incarna-
tion, Haney, David P.

Magic in History
The Bathhouse at Midnight: An Historical Survey of Magic and Divination in Russia, Ryan, W. P.
Battling Demons: Witchcraft, Heresy, and Reform in the Late Middle Ages, Bailey, Michael D.
Binding Words: Textual Amulets in the Middle Ages, Skemer, Don C.
Conjuring Spirits: Texts and Traditions of Late Medieval Ritual Magic, Fanger, Claire.
The Fortunes of Faust, Butler, Elizabeth M.
Icons of Power: Ritual Practices in Late Antiquity, Janowitz, Naomi.
Max Kade German-American Research Institute

Community of the Cross: Moravian Piety in Colonial Bethlehem, Atwood, Craig D.


Immigrant and Entrepreneur: The Atlantic World of Caspar Wistar, 1650–1750, Beiler, Rosalind.

In Search of Peace and Prosperity: New German Settlements in Eighteenth-Century Europe and America, Lehmann, Hartmut, Hermann Wellenreuther, and Renate Wilson, eds.


Souls for Sale: Two German Redemptioners Come to Revolutionary America, Kiepp, Susan E., Farley Grubb, and Anne Pfafelzer de Ortiz, eds.

Papers in Art History

Art and the Native American: Perception, Reality, and Influence, Krumrine, Mary Louise and Susan C. Scott, eds.

Penn State Library of Jewish Literature

Avodah: Ancient Poems for Yom Kippur, Swartz, Michael D., and Joseph Yahalom, trans. and ed.

Penn State Romance Studies

The Book of Peace: By Christine de Pizan, Green, Karen, Constant J. Mews, and Janice Findes. Career Stories: Belle Epoque Novels of Professional Development, Rogers, Juliette M.

Consensus and Debate in Salazar's Portugal: Visual and Literary Negotiations of the National Text, 1933-1948, Sapega, Ellen W.

Imperial Lyric: New Poetry and New Subjects in Early Modern Spain, Middlebrook, Leah.

Love Cures: Healing and Love Magic in Old French Romance, Doggett, Laine E.

Manekine, John and Blonde, and 'Toolish Generosity', de Remi, Philippe. Translated by Barbara N. Sargent-Baur.

Multilingualism and Mother Tongue in Medieval French, Occitan, and Catalan Narratives, Légla, Catherine.


Territories of History: Humanism, Rhetoric, and the Historical Imagination in the Early Chronicles of Spanish America, Beckjord, Sarah H.

Weaving Narrative: Clothing in Twelfth-Century French Romance, Wright, Monica L.

Penn State Series in Lived Religious Experience

Charlotte von Kirchbaum and Karl Barth: A Study in Biography and the History of Theology, Selinger, Susanne.

El Camino: Walking to Santiago de Compostela, Hoinacki, Lee.

A Prodigal Saint: Father John of Kronstadt and the Russian People, Kunden, Nadezda.

Stumbling Toward Justice: Stories of Place, Hoinacki, Lee.

Penn State Studies in the History of the Book

As Ever Yours: The Letters of Max Perkins and Elizabeth Lummom, Tarry, Rodger L., ed.

Censorship and Conflict in Seventeenth-Century England: The Subtle Art of Division, Robertson, Randy.


Conrad Richter: A Writer's Life, Johnson, David R.

Everyday Life in the German Book Trade: Friedrich Nicolai as Bookseller and Publisher in the Age of Enlightenment, Selwyn, Pamela E.

The First White House Library: A History and Annotated Catalogue, Parisian, Catherine M., ed.

The Fortunes of the Courtier: The European Reception of Castiglione's Cortegiano, Burke, Peter.

George Palmer Putnam: Representative American Publisher, Greenspan, Ezra.

The House of Blackwood: Author-Publisher Relations in the Victorian Era, Finkelstein, David.


Publisher to the Decadents: Leonard Smithers in the Careers of Beardsley, Wilde, and Dowson, Nelson, James G.

The Rise of Sinclair Lewis, 1920-1930, Hutchinson, James M.

Pennsylvania German History and Culture

Architecture and Artifacts of the Pennsylvania Germans: Constructing Identity in Early America, Falk, Cynthia G.

Foreigners in Their Own Land: Pennsylvania Germans in the Early Republic, Nolt, Steven M. Heart Language: Elie Singmaster and Her Pennsylvania German Writings, Hill, Susan Colescott.

Horse-and-Buggy Monomomies: Hoofbeats of Humility in a Postmodern World, Krabill, Donald B. and James P. Hurd.


Plain Women: Gender and Ritual in the Old Order River Brethren, Reynolds, Margaret C.

Powwowing Among the Pennsylvania Dutch: A Traditional Medical Practice in the Modern World, Kriebel, David W.

To the Latest Posterity: Pennsylvania-German Family Registers in the Fraktur Tradition, Earnest, Corinne and Russell Earnest.

Voices of the Turtlesdoves: The Sacred World of Ephrata, Bach, Jeff.

Writing the Amish: The Worlds of John A. Hostetler, Weaver-Zercher, David L., ed.

Post-Communist Cultural Studies

Burdens of Dreams: History and Identity in Post-Soviet Ukraine, Wanner, Catherine.

The Culture of Lies: Antipolitical Essays, Ugresic, Dubravka.

The Culture of Power in Serbia: Nationalism and the Destruction of Alternatives, Gordy, Eric D.

The Denial of Bosnia, Mahmutehajic, Rusmir.


Imagining the Nation: History, Modernity, and Revolution in Latvia, Eglitis, Daina Stukuls.

Looking West?: Cultural Globalization and Russian Youth Culture, Pilkington, Hilary, Elena Omel'chenko, Moya Flynn, Uliana Bludina, and Elena Stashkova.

The Radical Right in Central and Eastern Europe Since 1989, Ramet, Sabrina P., ed.

Revolt of the Filmmakers: The Struggle for Artistic Autonomy and the Fall of the Soviet Film Industry, Faraday, George.

Russia’s Liberal Project: State-Society Relations in the Transition from Communism, Weigle, Marcia A.

Textbook Reds: Schoolbooks, Ideology, and Eastern German Identity, Rodden, John.

Tundra Passages: Gender and History in the Russian Far East, Rethmann, Petra.

Up From the Underground: The Culture of Rock Music in Postsocialist Hungary, Szemere, Anna.

Re-Reading the Canon

Feminist Interpretations of Alexis de Toqueville, Locke, Jill and Eileen Hunt Botting.
Refiguring Modernism


Cézanne’s Bathsters: Biography and the Erotics of Paint, D’Souza, Aruna.


Fixed Ecstasy: Joan Miró in the 1920s, Palermo, Charles.

From Diversion to Subversion: Games, Play, and Twentieth-Century Art, Getzy, David, ed...

Mediating Modernity: German Literature and the “New” Media, 1893-1930, Harris, Stefanie.

Postcards: Ephemerall Histories of Modernity, Prochaska, David and Jordana Mendelson, eds.

Seurat Re-viewed, Smith, Paul, ed.

The Social and the Real: Political Art of the 1930s in the Western Hemisphere, Annes, Alejandro, Diana L. Linden, and Jonathan Weinberg.

Space-Age Aesthetics: Lucio Fontana, Yves Klein, and the Postwar European Avant-Garde, Petersen, Stephan.


Rhetoric and Democratic Deliberation

Challenges of Ordinary Democracy: A Case Study in Deliberation and Dissent, Tracy, Karen.

Rural Studies

American Guestworkers: Jamaicans and Mexicans in the U.S. Labor Market, Griffith, David.

Challenges for Rural America in the Twenty-First Century, Brown, David L., and Louis E. Swanson, eds.

Country Boys: Masculinity and Rural Life, Campbell, Hugh, Michael Mayerfeld Bell, and Margaret Finney, eds.

Daughters of the Mountain: Women Coal Miners in Central Appalachia, Tallcitch, Suzanne E.

The Estuary’s Gift: An Atlantic Coast Cultural Biography, Griffith, David.


Reactions to the Market: Small Farmers in the Economic Reshaping of Nicaragua, Cuba, Russia, and China, Enriquez, Laura J. .

Rural Education for the Twenty-First Century: Identity, Place, and Community in a Globalizing World, Schafft, Kai A. and Alecia Youngblood Jackson, eds.


A Taste of the Country: A Collection of Calvin Beale’s Writings, Morrison, Peter A., ed.

Together at the Table: Sustainability and Sustenance in the American Agrifood System, Allen, Patricia.

Welfare Reform in Persistent Rural Poverty: Dreams, Disenchantments, and Diversity, Pickering, Kathleen, Mark H. Harvey, Gene F. Summers, and David Mushinski.

SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies

SHAW 24: Dionysium Shaw, Pharand, Michel W., ed.


SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, Vol. 25, Larson, Gale and MaryAnn Crawford, eds.

SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, vol. 26: Shaw at the Sesquicentennial, Crawford, MaryAnn and Heidi J. Holder, eds.

SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, vol. 27, Crawford, MaryAnn and Michel W. Pharand, eds.


SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, Volume 21, Larson, Gale K., ed.

The Stone Art Theory Institutes

Art and Globalization, Elkins, James, Alice Kim, and Zhivka Valievaichanis, eds.

Studies in Romance Literatures

Adventures in Paradox: Don Quijote and the Western Tradition, Presberg, Charles D.

At the Margins of the Renaissance: Lazarillo de Tormes and the Picaresque Art of Survival, Maiorino, Giancarlo.

Cultural Politics of Tel Quel, The: Literature and the Left in the Wake of Engagement, Marx-Scouras, Danielle.

Discourses of Empire: Counter-Epic Literature in Early Modern Spain, Simerka, Barbara.

Fernando de Rojas and the Renaissance Vision: Phantasm, Melancholy, and Didacticism in Celestina, Castells, Ricardo.


Grotesque Purgatory: A Study of Cervantes’s Don Quixote, Part II, Sullivan, Henry W.

Ideologies of History in the Spanish Golden Age, Cascardi, Anthony J.

Maria de Zayas Tells Baroque Tales of Love and the Cruelty of Men, Greer, Margaret Rich.

Medieval Spanish Epic: Mythic Roots and Ritual Language, Montgomery, Thomas.

The Novels and Plays of Eduardo Manet: An Adventure in Multiculturalism, Zatlin, Phyllis.

The Poetics of Empire in the Indies: Prophecy and Imitation in La Araucana and Os Lusiadas, Nicolopulos, James.

Refiguring the Hero: From Peasant to Noble in Lope de Vega and Calderon, Fox, Dian.


Unfinished Revolutions: Legacies of Upheaval in Modern French Culture, Denomme, Robert T. and Roland H. Simon.

Vision, the Gaze, and the Function of the Senses in Celestina, Burke, James F.

Studies of the Greater Philadelphia Philosophy Consortium

Foucault and the Critique of Institutions, Caputo, John, and Mark Yount, eds.

Is There a Single Right Interpretation?, Krausz, Michael, ed.

The Musician as Interpreter, Thom, Paul.

The Quarrel Between Invariance and Flux: A Guide for Philosophers and Other Players, Margolis, Joseph and Jacques Catudal.
The Chaucer Review
A Journal of Medieval Studies and Literary Criticism
Susanna Fein and David Raybin, editors
Quarterly ISSN 0009-2002
Founded in 1966, The Chaucer Review is the journal of Chaucerian research. The Chaucer Review publishes studies of language, sources, social and political contexts, aesthetics, and associated meanings of Chaucer’s poetry, as well as articles on medieval literature, philosophy, theology, and mythography relevant to study of the poet and his contemporaries, predecessors, and audiences.

Comparative Literature Studies
Thomas Beebee, editor
Quarterly ISSN 0010-4732
Comparative Literature Studies publishes comparative articles in literature and culture, critical theory, and cultural and literary relations within and beyond the Western tradition. More information is available at www.cl-studies.org.

The Good Society
A PEGS Journal
Stephen L. Elkin, editor
Biannual ISSN 3325-5990
PEGs is a nonpartisan, ideologically diverse, nonprofit organization whose goal is to promote serious and sustained inquiry into innovative institutional designs for a good society. More information is available at www.bsos.umd.edu/pegs.

JGE
The Journal of General Education
Elizabeth A. Jones and Claire Major, editors
Quarterly ISSN 0021-3567
For faculty, administrators, and policy makers, JGE is the professional forum for discussing issues in general education today. JGE addresses the general education concerns of community colleges, four-year colleges, universities, and state systems.
Information about joining the Association for General and Liberal Studies (AGLS) can be seen at www.bsu.edu/agls.

The Journal of Medieval Religious Cultures
Robert Hasenfratz and Christine F. Cooper-Rompano, editors
Biannual ISSN 1947-6966
The Journal of Medieval Religious Cultures (JMRC), an interdisciplinary periodical, contains articles about religious traditions in medieval Europe, broadly conceived, as well as their relations to cultures outside Europe. JMRC is a continuation of Mystics Quarterly, published since 1984, itself a continuation of the Fourteenth Century English Mystics Newsletter, founded in 1974.

Journal of Modern Periodical Studies
Mark Morrisson and Sean Latham, editors
Biannual ISSN 1947-8574
The Journal of Modern Periodical Studies is a peer-reviewed scholarly online journal devoted to the academic study of “little magazines” of the modern period. Contributions investigate from a wide variety of angles daily newspapers, weeklies, monthlies, quarters, and irregularly published small magazines published from 1880 to 1950 in the English-speaking world. A section discusses the latest literature and resources in the field and related disciplines. Selected book reviews are also included.

The Journal of Nietzsche Studies
Christa Davis Acampora, editor
Biannual ISSN 0968-8005
The Journal of Nietzsche Studies is published biannually and contains essays, articles, notices, and reports pertaining to the life, thought, and writings of Friedrich Nietzsche.

The Journal of Speculative Philosophy
Vincent M. Colapietro and John J. Stuhr, editors
Quarterly ISSN 0891-625X
The Journal of Speculative Philosophy publishes systematic and interpretive essays about basic philosophical questions. Scholars examine the constructive interaction between Continental and American philosophy as well as novel developments in the ideas and theories of past philosophers that have relevance for contemporary thinkers.

Pennsylvania History
A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies
Paul Douglas Newman, editor
Quarterly ISSN 0031-4528
Pennsylvania History: A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies is the official journal of the Pennsylvania Historical Association. Through publication of this quarterly journal, the Association brings its members the best of current scholarship in the history of Pennsylvania and the mid-Atlantic region. Information about joining the Association can be obtained at www.pa-history.org.

Philosophy and Rhetoric
Gerard Hauser, editor
Quarterly ISSN 0031-8213
For forty years, Philosophy and Rhetoric has published some of the most influential articles on relations between philosophy and rhetoric.

SHAW
The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies
Michel Pharand, general editor
Annual ISSN 0741-5842
SHAW publishes general articles on Shaw and his milieu, reviews, notes, and the authoritative Continuing Checklist of Shaviana, the bibliography of Shaw studies. Every other issue is devoted to a special theme.
Information about joining the International Shaw Society (ISS) can be obtained at www.shawsoociety.org or by contacting R. F. Dietrich at dietrich@cas.usf.edu.

Utopian Studies
Nicole Pohl, editor
Biannual ISSN 1045-911X
Utopian Studies is a peer-reviewed publication of the Society for Utopian Studies, publishing scholarly articles on a wide range of subjects related to utopian, utopianism, utopian literature, utopian theory, and intentional communities. Contributing authors come from a diverse range of fields, including American studies, architecture, the arts, classics, cultural studies, economics, engineering, environmental studies, gender studies, history, languages and literatures, philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology, and urban planning. Each issue also includes dozens of reviews of recent books.

Visit the Penn State Press Web site at www.psupress.org for editorial and advertising information. Click on “order” to see prices and a sample issue.
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E-mail: jrnlcirc@press.jhu.edu
Please visit the JHU Web site at www.press.jhu.edu/journals for prices, including those for single-title electronic orders.
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